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INT. HOUSE COCKTAIL PARTY - NIGHT

Open on a crowded house, dimly lit for ambiance.  There are people 
everywhere, standing and chatting with one another - ALL GUYS - each with a 
drink in their hand - they all wear name tags - lots of professor types with 
pocket protectors and glasses.  Low music playing and people having calm 
conversations.  We see DANNY, a guy in his mid-thirties, dressed casual like 
everyone else (Mark Duplass type).  Standing in the corner with a drink in his 
hand, very obviously not talking to anyone.  PROFESSOR #1 in his vacinity 
looks at him and waves, he nods, smiles and takes a step in his direction, then 
realizes PROFESSOR #1 was looking at the person behind Danny - the 
moment is humbling and awkward for Danny.

PROFESSOR #2 approaches Danny, P#2 is not giving Danny his entire 
attention.

PROFESSOR#2
Hey... what was your name again?  Andy?

DANNY
Well, actually it's - 

PROFESSOR#2
Well, Jeff just left.  You're here with Doctor 
Palfini, right?  He had to leave unexpectedly. 
Told me to tell you.

DANNY
(a la "Christmas Story")

Fuuuuuuuuuudge.

PROFESSOR#2
Don't worry about it.  A lot of the faculty here 
don't know anyone either.  

DANNY
But I don't even teach at this -

PROFESSOR#2
Just be yourself.

DANNY
Easy for you to say.

(CONTINUED)



PROFESSOR#2
Just grab a name tag and mingle.  They're 
just engineers.  Just because they're rocket 
scientists doesn't mean they don't like to have 
a good time.  There's even a few cute grad 
students - I heard we actally have TWO girls 
this semester.  

Professor#2 grabs a "Hello, My Name Is:" name tag from a pile on the table 
and writes "Dr. Jekyll" on it.  He puts it on his own chest and looks at Danny 
and laughs.  Professor#2 then walks back into the crowd, clearly working the 
room with his eyes - perhaps trolling for girls.

PROFESSOR#2 (CONT’D)
See ya, Randy.

Danny walks over to the tags and picks one up with a pen.  Then he thinks for a 
second - gets an idea - and grabs a bunch of tags and puts them in his pocket.

The following sequences are shot rapid fire style.

CUT TO:

INT. HOUSE COCKTAIL PARTY - NIGHT - CONTINUOUS

Danny is talking to BEN.  Ben's name tag says "Ben," Danny's name tag says 
"Dr. Jellifinga".

DANNY
I just figure in this day and age, everyone has 
a friend who is either designing websites, 
attempting to DJ, or writing a screenplay.

BEN
I don't know anyone doing any of those things.

DANNY
Then be careful.  Someone's writing a 
screenplay about you behind your back.

Danny smiles and chuckles, Ben doesn't find it funny.  Danny's smile fades 
away.
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CONTINUED:
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BEN
What department did you say you were from?

DANNY
Theoretical frenology.  Excuse me.

Danny walks away.

CUT TO:

INT. HOUSE COCKTAIL PARTY - NIGHT - CONTINUOUS

Danny is talking to another person, DR.GOLDSTEIN.  The doctor's name tag 
says "Dr. Goldstein," Danny's name tag now says "Turd Fergeson".  The doctor 
does not get Danny.

DANNY
So, I was thinking: is that really considered a 
fetish?

DR.GOLDSTEIN
I don't know, I guess.

DANNY
I mean, I figure unless there's a whole wall 
dedicated to it in a porn shop, it's not a fetish.  
You know?

DR.GOLDSTEIN
You go to a lot of pornography stores?

DANNY
Yeah, sure.  Well, I'm a sex addict, so...

(pause)
It's okay.  I'm open about it.  I mean actually it's 
healthy for me to talk about it.  This is actually 
good for me.  

DR.GOLDSTEIN
Are you really a sex addict?
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DANNY
No.

CUT TO:

INT. HOUSE COCKTAIL PARTY - NIGHT - CONTINUOUS

WIDE on Danny in the corner.  He is alone and looking around, lonely, 
frustrated - he takes a deep breath.  Then cut to a CU:

DANNY
I'm Dick Butkus.  I work with Doctor Van 
Halen.  We actually met at badmitten camp 
together.

(pause)
Hah.  No shit.  It's a thing.

CUT TO:

INT. HOUSE COCKTAIL PARTY - NIGHT - CONTINUOUS

Danny is talking to TRICIA, a girl in her late 20's at the bar - they both make 
drinks in red plastic cups.  Tricia's name tag says "Tricia," Danny's name tag 
now says "Linus".  Tricia is pretty and wearing a very revealing top.

DANNY
(trying to be coy and charming)

I heard there were two.  
(pause)

And here you are.

TRICIA
Excuse me?

DANNY
So... you like rockets?  Is that your thing?

TRICIA
Have we met before?

DANNY
Gee, I don't think so.  I would have 
remembered.  
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TRICIA
These things are always just packed with egg-
heads and pocket protectors.  But you don't 
seem the type.

DANNY
(trying to be funny)

Usually when it's one woman in a room full of 
guys, she's a stripper.  Heh.

TRICIA
Pardon?

DANNY
Not that you're a stripper.  Far from it.  You're 
like the ANTI-stripper.

TRICIA
Excuse me.  I have to go over there and... 
actually I don't have a good excuse.  It's just 
that you're creeping me out.

Tricia walks away from Danny.

DANNY
Who am I and what am I doing?

CUT TO:

INT. HOUSE COCKTAIL PARTY - NIGHT - CONTINUOUS

CU on Danny's face.

DANNY
Oh, I'm Linus.  Lucy's brother.

CUT TO:

INT. HOUSE COCKTAIL PARTY - NIGHT - CONTINUOUS

Danny is talking to yet another person, STEVE.  Steve's name tag says "Steve," 
Danny's name tag now says "Michael."
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DANNY
I mean if you look at it on paper, E.T. was just 
an alien who came and drank all of Elliot's 
beer, slept in his closet and hid from the cops 
while the heat died down - all the while his 
fellow aliens abandoned him here on Earth.  
But why?  Because E.T. was an intergalactic 
grifter.  Just using people for his own gain.  
And his friends were more than happy to get 
rid of him.

STEVE
Michael, what department did you say you 
teach in?

DANNY
Oh, uh... Terrestrial Orthotics.  I consult with 
Doctor Palfini. 

STEVE
I think Jeff left.

DANNY
Yeah, I know.  He'll be back.  

(to himself)
He better... he's my ride.

CUT TO:

INT. HOUSE COCKTAIL PARTY - LAUNDRY ROOM - NIGHT - CONTINUOUS 

Danny walks into a laundry room as if to get some solace from the party.  His 
name tag is blank.  Once he closes the door behind him and takes a moment, 
he realizes he's not alone.  ALLISON, another grad student in her late 20's, is 
standing there wiping tears from her eyes - she has obviously been crying and 
is now attempting to hide it from Danny.

DANNY
Oh, sorry.  I didn't realize anyone was in here.

(pause)
Are you okay?

ALLISON
Guess.
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DANNY
I'm sorry?

ALLISON
Guess what's wrong.

DANNY
Um... I wouldn't presume to -

ALLISON
C'mon.  Guess.

DANNY
You found out today that you're really an alien 
and can move things with your mind - only you 
think it makes you a freak.  But in reality it's an 
awesome super power.  You'll learn to control 
it someday.

ALLISON
No.  Seriously.

DANNY
Uh... okay... you found out today that your 
boyfriend has been cheating on you for the 
last few months.  And not only that, but it's with 
your best friend.  You're at an all-time 
personal low. 

Allison takes a minute to accept the fact that he has guessed right.

ALLISON
Well... you're wrong.  

(pause)
She wasn't my best friend.

DANNY
Well, you dodged a bullet.  Rather find out 
now, break up and move on.  Instead of marry 
the jerk, have two kids and find out on your 8th 
wedding anniversary.

ALLISON
I suppose you're right.  Thanks.
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DANNY
Wanna hear a scenario that's almost as bad?

(pause)
Your friend from college you're visiting takes 
you to his faculty party that's just supposed to 
be a ten-minute stop-through.  Only he leaves 
without telling you - in a room full of strangers.  
And it's your 33rd birthday that no one seems 
to have remembered.  Including your mom.  
AND your friend that just ditched you.

ALLISON
That's an oddly specific hypothetical.

Danny and Allison looks at each other for a moment.  Allison realizes he's not 
making this up.

ALLISON (CONT’D)
Shit.  Today is YOUR 33rd birthday, isn't it?

DANNY
In all fairness, after 21 you really only mark the 
big ones - like 30, 40, and so on.

ALLISON
Oh, you poor thing!  C'mere.

Allison hugs Danny, who embraces her back.  The two take a moment in each 
other's arms, then they lean their heads back to look at each other.  They kiss.  
Then after a moment someone comes in the room.  It's a large guy with an 
intimidating presense.  Allison and Danny abruptly stop kissing.

KURT
Allison?  What the hell?

ALLISON
Kurt?  

KURT
Yeah.  What the hell?  Were you kissing this 
guy?
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ALLISON
Thank god you're here.  This creep was totally 
grinding up on me.

DANNY
Wait.  What?

KURT
I'm gonna see you outside, punk.

DANNY
Wait... there a totally -

Kurt abruptly yanks Danny out of the room by his shirt.

EXT. - NIGHT - FRONT YARD OF THE HOUSE

Kurt is dragging Danny out into the yard by his collar, they are followed by 
Allison and a bunch of other party-goers - they are cheering Kurt on.

KURT
Now who the hell are you and what the hell 
are you doing kissing my girlfriend?

DANNY
I tought you guys were on the outs... she told 
me you cheated on her.

ALLISON
Deck 'em, Kurt!

Kurt takes a wind up and punches Danny in the face.  Danny goes down on the 
ground.  Kurt continues to kick Danny in the stomach over and over.  We can 
see in Danny's face he's hurting and spitting up blood.  Kurt is done with the 
whole thing and walks away with Allison dutifully by his side.

We switch to Danny's POV looking up from lying on the ground.  Various party-
goers walk over to look him in the face and see the damage.

STEVE
Jesus. Michael?  Are you okay?

TRICIA
Michael?  This is Linus.  Lucy's brother.
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DR.GOLDSTEIN
Guys, his name is Turd Furguson.  And he's a 
sex addict.  I guess this is probably his "rock 
bottom" as they say.  Poor bastard.

Just then Ben enters the picture.

BEN
Oh my god, Doctor Jellyfinga.  Are you okay?

STEVE
Wait a second.  Does ANYONE know this 
guy?

All the party-goers look at each other and shake their heads.  Danny has not 
moved in a while.  Steve leans down and takes his pulse.  

STEVE (CONT’D)
Jesus.  This guy is dead.

After a moment of awkward silence, they all turn and walk away.

THE END
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